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Have your
say on West
End health
centre plan

An artist’s impression of the proposed West End Health Centre

Millennium
share offer

Aim to raise £500,000 rebuilding fund
Nudge Community Builders have
launched a community share offer
to give people a chance to invest in
bringing the Millennium Building
back into use.
With their partners Eat Work Art,
they plan to convert the derelict
building into a community asset.
Nudge
co-founder
Hannah
Sloggett said: “We know a lot of
people have memories of being in
the building and are excited that it’s
now going to be used again. This
is your chance to help make that
happen.”
Nudge was originally set up as a
community benefit society because
they believe collective community
ownership is key to making sure
that special buildings like the
Millennium come back into use
in a way that creates lasting local
benefit.
In 2018 they successfully launched
a Community Share Offer for The
Clipper raising £205,000 from 165

We’re
supported by

investors, so they have a track
record of looking after investors
and making change happen.
Hannah said: “If you are new to the
idea of community shares it’s a great
way to support things to happen in
your community. You invest your
money in a social enterprise that
puts your money to good use, and
you get a return on your investment
as well as a social return to the local
community.”
Community shares is a userfriendly name for withdrawable,
non-transferable share capital,
which is unique to co-operative and
community benefit societies.
According
to
the
report
‘Understanding
a
maturing
community
shares
market’
published Co-ops UK in 2021:
• Since 2012, £155m has been
raised by 104,203 people to support
more than 440 businesses.
• 92% of businesses that have
raised finance with community

shares are still trading.
Hannah added: “We are aiming
to raise £500,000 which will pay
back the money we borrowed to
buy the building and go towards
getting the ground floor in use
by next year. We want this to be a
good investment - not only do you
support Nudge to get this building
back into use and become part of
that journey, you also can earn up
to 3.6% on your investment.
“You can invest from £50 and up to
£70,000. The share offer is open for
two months, by investing early you
will help us to unlock investment
from other organisations and
funders. Please take the time to
look through the share document
in detail before investing and don’t
invest more than you can afford.
“If you can’t invest, you can still
help by sharing this opportunity
with people you know that might
be interested or signing up to
volunteer and help out.”

Stonehouse residents are being
asked to voice their views on a
proposal to build a purpose-built
health and wellbeing centre in
Colin Campbell Court.
Plymouth City Council and the
NHS have joined forces to develop
the plans for a new much-needed
facility.
The centre would include a range
of services all under one roof in
a convenient location, helping
to prevent illness and encourage
people to lead longer, healthier
lives.
It will provide joined up services
to people with the greatest health
needs and lowest life expectancy in
the city. Having GPs, nurses, mental
health service providers, other
professionals and the voluntary
sector working in a single setting
opens great new prospects for
joined-up, seamless care.
The services in the building aim
to help local people live longer and
healthier lives while the centre will
provide a new and flexible way of
managing NHS buildings.
The new building would not only
provide a much-needed modern
health and community facility,
it would also help kick start the
regeneration of the west of the city
centre.
Local people are being invited to
share their views on the design of
the building.
In recent years, Plymouth City
Council has outlined its hopes for
a health facility in the area. The
council has teamed up with the
NHS in Devon, led by NHS Devon
Clinical Commissioning Group, to
take the project forward.
Many other local partners,
including from the voluntary and
community sector, are also involved
in developing plans for the project.
Local partners have been talking
to people in Plymouth about health
and wellbeing issues in the city for
many years. This project is using the
learning and outcomes from these
long-running conversations and
seeks to build on them.
Continued on Page 3 >
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Happy Birthday
Millfields Trust
Well, not the Trust exactly, but
the heart of the Trust which is our
wonderful HQ Building, writes
Mandy Toze.
Refurbished over 20 years ago
from its former use as a clothing
manufacturers to the bustling
building it is today housing over
40 businesses! Oh, if this building
could talk, it would have some
stories to tell, and it continues to
be the heartbeat of all that we
do. We had a wonderful, low key
celebration BBQ with our lovely
tenants, clients, staff and board
members (old and new) towards
the end of the summer to raise a
glass to the walls that have helped
so many fledgling businesses over
the years, and we thank them all
for their dedication and trust in
helping us achieve this milestone.
Andy Head, Marsh Commercial
said “As always, the event was a
huge success, the food excellent,
the company varied and the hosts
their usual welcoming selves. There
is no doubt that over the 20 years I

have been associated with the Trust
there have been many changes,
but what has not changed are the
ethos and aims, which Father Sam
Philpott summarised so well in
stressing the partnership between
all those involved. What is clear
is the faces may change, but the
objectives remain and it is always
nice to see new tenants who are
happy to carry on the programme
which has been so effective for
Stonehouse.
Who would have thought 20
years on, our building would
look as fantastic as it does,
accommodating many successful
businesses and entrepreneurs.
With wonderful food provided by
our multi-talented staff member
Jason and delicious cakes from
our tenant Bethany’s Bakes all
finished off with a “preview” of the
Devon Open Studios exhibition by
Rhizome Artists’ Collective. Thanks
to all who came and Thank You HQ
for the wonderful memories and
friendships that have been made.

Father Sam Philpott thanking the Millfields Trust clients

Millennium exhibition
2020-2021 saw the upheaval of
what we knew about exhibiting
work; the global pandemic sadly
saw festivals, shows, celebrations
and exhibitions cancelled across
the world, writes Merrydith Russell.
This has put us in a unique position
of kick-starting a return to the new
normal, rather than lamenting
opportunities that have been
lost, we have the chance now in
‘ReThinking, ReConnecting and
ReMaking’ this paradigm against
the standard exhibition landscape
and connect into the community
again. Through performative works,
such as a propaganda printer
encouraging the audiences to
discuss of social change, repairable
ventilator, mindful VR storytelling,
dementia care and AI, community

based architecture, illustrators
working with graphic medicine,
autobiography, raising awareness
of special educational needs
to designers designing climate
awareness to cyber punk jewellery.
Creative Producers, Designers,
Illustrators, Game Creators and
Architects have come together to
imagine a world without flatness!
The Union Street Show runs
between October 12-21. Hosted
and supported by the Nudge
Community,
the
Millennium
Building will be transformed
from the into a one-off exhibition
space across three floors with a
floor dedicated to Plymouth social
enterprises, offering a variety of
amenities from delicious snacks to
creative workshops for all ages.

The Stonehouse Voice

Promo for feminist punk
game shot in Stonehouse
The team behind a new feminist
punk game has just shot its trailer
for an upcoming Kickstarter
campaign in locations across
Stonehouse.
The Glass Ceiling Games is
a cathartic augmented reality
game where players can slingshot
catcalls, machete unsolicited pix
and laser mansplains in exchange
for freedom, money and joy.
Made by local company Story
Juice, the mobile game is like
Pokémon Go, but for feminists,
and has a bespoke electropunk
soundtrack written by Go Fallopian!
a band formed off the back of the
game.
The band scenes for the trailer
were shot upstairs in community
venue Leadworks and the street
scenes in Adelaide Lane. Further
scenes were shot in the new
Devonport Market Hall creative
hub.
Hannah Wood, Creative Director at
Story Juice, said: “As a Stonehousebased company it was brilliant to
shoot on our doorstep. The local
community totally embraced the
values of the game; everyone at
Leadworks and the Market Hall
were so supportive in providing
space and also getting involved in
the shoot with us. It’s felt like a true
community effort.
“We used the upstairs at
Leadworks, which had exactly
the right punk aesthetic. So many
things aligned, including the Pride
in Plymouth signage being there,
which we loved as an inclusive
and diverse company representing
the stories of women and diverse
genders.
“Plymouth band Rakuda had
just played Band Night there the
weekend before and kindly lent
us their drum kit. Bubba from In
Media set up lighting and haze,
which made everything look

Top: the band Go Fallopian! at Leadworks, and above, the team filming in
Adelaide Lane. Below, Hannah Wood, second left, reviewing footage at the
Devonport Market Hall
Photos: Michael Roberts
insanely good. Arthur from Hewes
Audio supported us with sound
on the day. We also hired local
photographer Michael Roberts
to take stills after meeting him at
Leadworks.
“The Market Hall also provided
a perfect backdrop for us as a
company working in the digital
and immersive sector; it’s an
amazing new home for the creative
industries and Real Ideas provided
an awesome space for us to shoot.
“If anyone wants to follow the
progress of the game, visit our
website at glassceilinggames.

com and we’re also on Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook. We need as
much support as possible to get
this game out in the world. Our
Kickstarter launch is in February.”
The trailer was written by Hannah
and the Story Juice team, directed
by Amanda Bluglass, starring Anna
Ray as a player, and Go Fallopian!
(Anna Wheatley, Benjamin Hudson,
James Stewart and Lucy Board)
as themselves, with Jake Cauty as
cinematographer, Chris Baker as
sound engineer, Hannah Alexander
and Rose Thompson as production
assistants.
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Plan for West End health and wellbeing centre

< Continued from Page 1
Among the services that would
go in the building is primary care,
and three local GP practices would
like to relocate there. Between 30
July and 16 September 2021, North
Road West Medical Centre, Adelaide
Surgery and Armada Surgery
consulted with their patients and
local partners, asking them to share
their views on the possible move.
The practices are all currently
located in outdated premises and
moving to a bright, modern, and
purpose-built facility would help
secure their long-term future.
They have been struggling with
the increasingly complex needs
of a growing population and an
increased demand for their services.
Existing sites don’t have enough
space to accommodate services for
rising numbers of patients and have
limited space for office staff.
As part of the planning application
process, the team is keen to show
local people the current proposals
for the building design and invite
them to have their say.
A community design engagement
event will be held at the Plot in
Union Street on November 11
between 2-7pm.
The event will feature information
and a presentation and a chance to
meet and talk to members of the
project team.
Further information will also be
published online where there will
also be an online survey for anyone
who can’t make the events.
Current thinking on potential

services for the building includes:
• Relocation of existing general
practice (GP) services – North Road
West Medical Centre, Adelaide
Surgery and Armada Surgery (note:
the practices are not considering
merging as part of this process)
• Outpatient services provided
by University Hospitals Plymouth
NHS Trust, which runs Derriford
Hospital.
• Mental health services
• Community health services
• Dentistry and oral health
improvement
• Voluntary, community and
social enterprise sector services
• Diagnostic services, including
X-ray.
Wider benefits of this new centre
mean that more people could be
treated locally rather than having
to go to Derriford Hospital. It also
brings an opportunity to coordinate
care across different disciplines and
to treat illnesses early so that they
don’t become more serious.
It’s not just social care and health
needs being considered. A digital
inclusion hub – a place for those
who do not have access to their
own computer or need a hand or
training to access online services is
also being considered.
Building on the site would involve
demolition of several buildings
along Western Approach – from
Costless up to and including
Maxim. The project team is working
with the affected business and is
hoping to relocate Costless nearby.
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Above: Performer Thom Boulton appearing on the Wonderzoo stage

Biggest turn-out
yet for Street party
This year saw the twelfth Union
Street Party organised by Nudge
Community Builders. This year was
the busiest year to date, with over
2,500 people making their way to
the street for a full day of activities,
creativity, music, food, and local
sellers, writes Nichola Cooke.
There were family activities
including Tai Chai and yoga,
dancing with Plymouth Parkor and
Street Factory, Creative Curiosities
had a fun treasure hunt for children,
a rock climbing wall, dynamic SK8
with roller skating, and other dance
performances that added lots of
energy throughout the day.
Creatives Sue Lewry and Matt
Holmes were making lots of lovely
screen and letter press prints, Kathy
drawing portraits of visitors, Art and
Energy making moths, and Matt
from RAAY had two participatory
exhibitions. It was great to see
so many people get involved in
making and bringing more colour
to the street.
Plymouth Play Scrapstore were
amongst the local sellers which
also included tenants from The
Plot, Mary from The Sheep Shed
selling her felt artwork, Jo from
The Buddha Hut with his refreshing
smoothies, and We are Jabulani
serving amazing cultural foods
from around the world. Heyl
Bakery and Baking Wisbeys had
delicious breads and pastries.

Other local organisations were also
there showcasing their fantastic
work they do throughout the
community.
We had two stages of diverse
music and performances from local
bands, performers, and poets which
happened through the whole
day. Everyone enjoyed listening,
dancing, and singing along to Hot
Club Stonehouse, Wonderzoo and
many more amazing talents, it was
a fun and enjoyable atmosphere.
We have so many people to thank.
The event took a lot of planning
and hard work from everyone
involved including the stage set
ups, the volunteers and staff, all the
local retailers who helped supply
electrics and got involved, and all
the local residents who helped us
decorate the street.
And of course a big thank you to
everyone that came along, enjoyed
the day, got involved with all the fun,
and made the day as special as it was.
The street was full of smiles! Thank
you to everyone for supporting the
day and Union Street. If you would
like to get involved next year, or
any other events you can reach us
at hello@nudge.community. There
will be markets, pop ups and street
activities throughout the autumn
and winter too, why not come by
The Plot to see what’s happening,
open from Tuesday to Saturday
9-5pm.

Above: The Nudge team say goodbye to Laura Kelly, who has left The Plot to work in Germany, and below; Sue Lewry,
Matt Holmes and Merrydith Russell at the printing section
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Above: Toby G of Street Factory puts the crowd through their Hip Hop paces

Helen Williams of the Care Nest

The Jabulani food section

New series of events
from Wonderzoo

Above: Matt from RAAY with his mobile gallery

Look out for Wonderzoo’s new-style
events over the coming months.
Last month they held the first of a
Tears and Laughter series called The
Three Laureateers, and featured
some of the city’s writing talent;
current Laureate of Words - Laura
Horton, Young Laureate - Holly
Peters, and former Poet Laureate Thom Boulton.
Held at Cawfee, Union Street, run
by Matt Carter. It was a fully booked
ticketed event, which including an
Indian meal, and drew a mixed
audience of familiar and new faces.
The first performance was
a shortened version of Laura
Horton’s award-winning play, The
Labyrinth Diet, which included
themes of feminism, mental health,

societal constructs of beauty, and
the potentially unhealthy and
obsessive nature of weight loss.
Laura is currently crowdfunding
for a new series of plays called
‘Triptych’, about pleasure and
shame.
Holly Peters read some of her
poetry and Thom Boulton shared
some poems from his latest
collection, Gebo, published in 2021
by Shoals of Starlings Press.
The group has also launched a
monthly event Vinyl Lounge, at
Union Corner. They provide an
assortment of board games, vegan
soup, and play three classic vinyl
albums between 8-10pm.
Check out the wonderzoo
Facebook page for further details.
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The long glorious history of
the Stonehouse Barracks
Local historian Richard
Fisher on the development of
the Royal Marines local HQ
In answer to last edition’s picture
of uniformed men, they were Royal
Marines with RM Cadet messengers
on bikes at the Durnford Street gate
of the Royal Marine Barracks in 1905.
What lies behind these Victorian
Gates is of a much earlier structure.
The Royal Marines have a long
history dating back to 1664, the
time of the second war with the
Dutch. The idea was to have a force
of Sea Soldiers, a unit of 1,200 men
mainly from the London Suburbs.
They were to be sharpshooters, later
distinctive in their uniform of bright
yellow, which earned them the
nickname of London’s Follies.
However, when in battle aboard
ships they proved very effective.
Because of their shooting skill,
they could pick off the Top Men
who controlled the rigging (and in
some cases the officers that gave
the orders), which rendered enemy
ships useless but intact and ready
for reuse in the English Navy.
These early maritime forces or
marines played a crucial part in
protecting privately run ships,
acting as eyes and ears to report the
seniors’ misdemeanours (as piracy
was rife), mete out punishments,
and stake out and protect new
prospective lands against enemies.
During the war with Spain in 1704,
900 Marines fended off the Spanish
fleet for enough time for the Royal
Navy to return with reinforcements.
During quieter times, the
Marines performed light duties
like guarding, assisting navy ships
on long expeditions, voyages, and
policing areas like the Royal Naval
Hospital in East Stonehouse.
Before embarking on a ship, these
Marines were based in temporary
quarters in ports, using old
warehouses, inns, stables, and even
prisons. For example, in Plymouth,
the Marines utilised buildings
around the Barbican, using the large
open triangular area as a Parade
Ground for mustering and drill.
Three Royal Marines divisions
were formed in 1755, at Chatham,
Portsmouth, and Plymouth. The
men still didn’t have proper living
quarters until 1765, when in
Portsmouth, a Tudor cooperage was
converted into a barracks.
Admiralty architects Templer &
Parbly designed ‘top notch’ barracks,
the first in Chatham, in 1779,
followed by East Stonehouse.
The Edgcumbe family were willing
to sell large parcels of land in East
Stonehouse. They had already sold

land to the Admiralty for the Royal
Naval Hospital (1762), and a new
bridge was built over the Creek
connecting to Devonport, or ‘Dock’
as it was known. In addition, the
area was under development with
fashionable housing and shops
meant for senior officers and men
of similar social rank, especially
in Durnford Street. The site also
had plenty of free labour from the
nearby Millbay Prison. The land cost
was £16,000 (£2.85m today), and it
was a further £8,000 to build.
Construction started in 1781. It was
designed to house 600 men in three
blocks facing a large parade ground.
Barrack Street (former Passage
Lane) was on the western side,
lined by ornate, red-painted railings
that had grenades on top of pillars
(some still survive today). There was
direct access to Stonehouse Pool via
Durnford Ope and Admiral’s Hard.
The style of the barracks was
like a grand palace fronted with
railings with two wings. At the
centre of the East, Block was the
Commandant General’s Arthur
Tooker-Collins House; he was the
first CG of the Plymouth Division. It
also had its Infirmary and surgeon’s
quarters which were placed behind
North block and on Bunker’s Hill
(Stonehouse Hill), so named by the
Stonehouse Marines as they were
veterans of that engagement.
The roofs of the Barracks collected
water which fed two underground
reservoirs that were at the eastern
side of East Block. On top were water
pumps linked to the washing houses
and latrines positioned against a
high wall along the Millbay basin.
(The Washhouses were in constant
use as Marines are renowned for
keeping their uniform immaculate
as they still do today).
Each Block was split into
tenements, with the main entrance
initialled with a letter (still visible
today). The Billets for about
eighteen men were airy and roomy,
with a dedicated fireplace, windows
both ends, and each Marine had

Royal Marines leaving the Main Gate of Stonehouse Barracks following the band up Durnford Street in the 1920s

his bed. Food was collected from
the kitchen and then taken back to
their respective billets, and usually
fresher tasting than being on board
ship. Officers were served in the
Officer’s mess. By 1788 it even had a
‘Real Tennis’ Court.
The new barracks improved
morale and health, but with the
political changes in Europe during
the Napoleonic era, there was
an increase in mutinies in the
military ranks. In 1797, a mutiny at
Stonehouse was quickly quashed
and ended with three men being
shot by firing squad on the
Hoe, watched by thousands of
spectators. Another mutineer was
sent to Australia after 500 lashes.
It was during the latter part of the
Napoleonic period that a new Royal
Marine Artillery force was formed
and a new barracks was required,
and the land, known as the Long
Room with pleasure gardens, was
leased for a while. Wooden barracks
were soon erected on the hill, with a
small parade ground, and a battery
practice area was also formed
while the Longroom building was
used as an Officer’s Mess. This was
to a separate Barrack unit with its
entrance and away from the original
barracks of the Royal Marine Light
Infantry & Grenadiers.
Only two blocks of the original
18th-century building survive today

Who is this woman standing next to the motor car, and what is she doing?

and are obscured by later changes.
The first of these happened in the
1830s when a new guardroom
was built between the gates and
onto Barrack Street, which had two
breweries and many public houses
frequented by prostitutes.
The advent of another war and
the subsequent need for human
resources meant the original
barracks was too small. There was
another change in the 1850s during
the Crimean period when the north
block was demolished, and Marines
were billeted into Millbay Prison.
Compulsory purchase was made
on the site of the notorious Barrack
Street as well as the houses on the
eastern side of Durnford. The Millbay
Pool was becoming a major port,
with a railway terminal designed by
IK Brunel, and land to the east of the
Barracks also became available.
The new frontage was built in
c1861 in a typical Victorian style
with gothic features, especially at
the main gate with the gable end
having carved reliefs of the Lion
and Unicorn and the family shield
of Queen Victoria. Lower down
Water Nymphs in roundels (possibly
depicting Marines at Sea) with two
carved roundels facing the Parade
ground of Queen Isis and King
Neptune. The frontage has railings
with ornate roman type spearheads
interspersed with columns that
have on top the Globe a Crown with
Lion imitating the Globe a Laurel
Insignia of the Royal Marines, made
at a foundry in Tavistock.
If you look at the frontage with
Millbay Road on your left, the
original plan was the extension of
the north block with the Sergeant’s
Mess on the corner. The Porch can
still be seen, then a gap that gives
a view of part of 18th Century East
Block beyond. Next was an Admin/
Comms Block, connected to the
Commandant General’s family living
quarters. Next was the Padre House;
both positioned alongside the

Main gate had their own access to
Durnford Street by two gates in the
railings. Above the Main Gate arch
were the Royal Marine Library and
reading room. (This later became
St Christopher’s Chapel c1922). On
the right side of the gate was Senior
Officer’s offices, with ‘second in
Commands’ House, and pay office
and another gap for troop access.
On the corner of Paul’s Street is the
Officer’s married quarter’s which
was nicknamed the Warren.
Almost at the same time, the
Barracks boundary edged into
the Millbay dock. Here was built
an infant and girl’s school, which
was alongside the RM Prison and
hospital, while the boys’ school was
in the old Longroom. A very large
wash house was built with a handdriven Dyer that took two marines
to operate, beerhouse, tennis and
badminton courts, a covered drill
shed the length of east Block that
doubled up as a canteen with a
kitchen block. The Globe theatre
was refurbished in the style of the
Criterion Theatre in London.
Throughout
the
Victorian,
Edwardian, and WWI eras, the
barracks remained unchanged. By
the early Edwardian period, the
Girl Ambulance Corp was formed,
followed by the Royal Marine
Cadets, which are still based there.
During WWII, the barracks was hit
mainly by incendiary bombs, but
a few small bombs hit the Officer’s
Mess, where three men were
killed. Shortly after this blast, the
RM Stonehouse military treasures
were moved to a deep bunker in
Portsmouth for safekeeping. One
of these was Napoleon’s Chair,
which remained in Portsmouth
until recently, but now back in its
rightful place.
After WWII, the Marines have
fought in Korea, the Falklands,
and the Gulf War, living up to their
motto Per Mare Per Terram—By Sea
By Land.
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Firestone project raising
funds to save lives
Ron Smith writes about a community initiative to help people recovering from addiction
Over the past several months a small
steering group was meeting with an
expert professional on Zoom..
At the beginning of August we
became a Board of Directors. Ron
Smith (Chairman), Peter Warm
(Secretary), Angie Brookes and
David Graham. Dom Robinson, the
Manager at 95 Durnford St, also
attends. Our meetings are now
hybrid; round a table in front of a
computer for the locals, with our
professional, Andrew Shadrake,
joining our face-to-face meetings
via Zoom. This is a big step forward.
I remind you that 95 Durnford
St houses nine men on a journey
of recovery from addiction, now
needing serious help to move
forward from what has been for
them a desperate situation. This
is the Firestone (was Lighthouse)
Plymouth Community Interest
Company. It is working pretty well,
truly a lifesaver. See the attached
stunning silhouette picture of six
of the nine chatting together and

enjoying the autumn sunshine on
the steps in front of the house.
The Board as above is for the
Firestone
Community
Benefit
Society. Our immediate aim to raise
funds to buy 95 Durnford St from
the present owner and lease it back
to Firestone Plymouth CIC. We now
have a surveyor’s valuation that
allows us to start the negotiations. A
medium term but super-important
aim is to go on to raise enough
funds to buy a similar property and
set up a house for women in a similar
position.
The total of our non-repayable
grants to date has now reached
nearly £24 000; specifically directed
to allowing the CBS as above to be
set up, and to pay for the surveying
and legal costs etc to buy number
95. Now before we can start to
raise the equity capital, we need
to have a Community Standard
mark approved. Andrew is expertly
guiding us in this direction.
Then it will be all systems go.

There will be a website and Social
media presence set up by another
professional. We will be able to
raise funds from Crowdfunding.
Hannah Sloggett of Stonehouse
Action and Nudge is advising us
as to how best to get going with
Community Involvement. The full
Share Offer will be much publicised.
Investing members will, we trust,
get a lot of joy and satisfaction
from the interest of following the
progress of this worthy cause. Of
course, we will also be able to offer
a fair rate of interest on any monies
invested; backed by the security of
our ownership of number 95
The following have agreed to
answer any questions you might
have; feel free to approach us. Ron
Smith, ronaldfwsmith@gmail.com,
01752 674230 , 07780 913546; Peter
Warm, pwpers@peterwarm.co.uk,
01752 601660,
07873 733934;
Dominic Robinson, dominic@
plymouthlighthouseproject.org.uk,
01752 229987, 07895 960199.

The residents of 95 Durnford Street

Stonehouse restaurants and cafés review by wine and food expert Stephen Barrett

Union Street’s Cawfee Brunch and Bistro
With lots happening in Union street it
seemed right that I should introduce
y’all to one of its rising stars. Matt Carter
the uber-friendly proprietor of Cawfee –
Brunch and Bistro situated just opposite
the Palace Theatre offering Breakfast,
Brunch, Coffee (very good) and Cakes all at
affordable prices, five days a week.
To be a Café/Bistro owner he had to have
had a past! Delving deeper we find he has
not been afraid to take catering jobs at
excellent establishments to enhance his
Bar and Kitchen work so off to London he
went to gain hard earned experience in
the capital.
Next to Mallorca (who wouldn’t) where
he catered as a baker in one of the Islands
restaurants. Back to Plymouth after the
season had finished he started to work

on Plymouth Barbican at The Real Food
Kitchen where he discovered how to make
now one of his signature dishes, Rosti, the
grated potato fritter!
Next on his agenda was working/
managing Surf Schools in Brittany
and Bordeaux, gaining management
experience over the next year or so.
Meanwhile Plymouth called in the guise of
a rental at Sherwell in one of the University
outlets followed by the opportunity to
seal a lease at the newly-named Cawfee.
This is where you will find him cooking
and managing his excellent six-table Café/
Bistro offering great Breakfasts, Brunch
and Daily Specials. His clientele is very
mixed with nearby office personnel,
nearby small businesses and Union Street
characters can all be found sipping great

coffee, munching on a breakfast, bunch or
inventive daily specials.
Matt has also created a Courtyard Café
where six bistro tables sit neatly in a smart
white-washed garden environment. This
is something Matt wishes to use more in
summer months with BBQ’s, Pizza Parties
etc.
Events in the main Café/Bistro include
Film Nights, Poetry Readings and Wine
Tastings.
Cawfee is a great hub for many and
should be on your ‘to-go’ list in the coming
months. Find more about his events,
opening hours and Brunch dishes by going
to his Facebook and Instagram Pages
under Cawfee.
Take-away is also a speciality – call Matt
on 07455 634712

Matt Carter, who runs Cawfee in Union Street

The Millennium opens call for
maker and craft residencies
Nudge and Eat Work Art are
beginning
the
development
journey to breathe life into
the Millennium Building with
applications for residency now
open.
Since purchasing the Millennium
Building in September 2020,
partners Nudge and Eat Work
Art have made quick tracks in
welcoming the public to use the
iconic site once more.
The
Millennium
Building
rejuvenation plans are well
underway to welcome local
creatives and businesses to use
the exquisite ground floor of the
building imminently. The vast
space above, famously known as
the auditorium, will come to life
with craft workshops, independent
makers spaces and act as a creative
centre for Plymouth city, whilst
decisions on the future use for this
space are determined.
Nudge and Eat Work Art
connected on their joint vision
to breathe life into the formerly
disused Millennium Building and
further elevate Plymouth’s culture
scene on a national scale.

The joint force have worked
closely to ensure that their
experience and knowledge in
building tight-knit communities
has been maximised. With one
another’s support, they have kept
collaboration and creativity at the
core of running this building once
more.
Eat Work Art, known for
transforming disused spaces into
flourishing creative communities,
launched Alma Yard, in East
Plymouth earlier this year, which
has fast become a vibrant hub
for artists, craftspeople and
entrepreneurs. Eat Work Art’s
presence is so far best known in
London, where they began
creative placemaking in 2009.
Their ventures include Netil
House, Hackney Downs Studios
and Old Paradise Yard where over
800 creatives call the enriched
workplace community, home.
Kate Pierce, EWA’s Devon Manager

says: “Nudge’s tremendous success
at connecting the community,
together with our knowledge
of transforming buildings into
vibrant hubs of activity, have come
together in creating an exceptional
place for businesses of all shapes
and sizes to thrive.”
This will be a grassroots venue
where every skill and craft is
welcome. There will be 10 large
spaces up for commercial use with
street side entrances that surround
the perimeter of the building. The
spaces will start at 1200 sq. ft. and
all interested local practitioners
and vendors will be encouraged to
apply for use of the space.
So far, Nudge and Eat Work
Art have received interest from
breweries, artisan bakers, fitness
centres, galleries, upcyclers and
many more in the hopes to mirror
the vibrancy of The Plot and The
Clipper.
Kate says: “We will carefully curate
the mix of residents and retail
businesses on site to enable the
Millennium Building community to
thrive and thus offer a dynamic and
creative centre for Plymouth.”
Whilst the project team is still
being defined for completion of
phase 1 of the project, plans are
well underway for the ground-floor
to be operational in time for next
summer.
Beyond that of the Millennium
Building, Nudge and Eat Work Art
are ambitious at drawing an even
more diverse mix of visionary
talent to the area, creating job
opportunities for local students
and professionals, whilst providing
a creative heart for the city once
more.
The development of this building
is pivotal to the continued
regeneration of spaces in Union
Street, which will ultimately bring
the community closer together
and allow for better social and
economic growth opportunities
within the city.
Nudge and Eat Work Art’s
combined mission is to create even
more opportunities for people to
enjoy, explore, work and engage
with this iconic building. If you
would like to keep up-to-date with
all news, development progress
and upcoming events, you are
encouraged to subscribe to their
newsletters.
If you are interested in applying
to be part of the new Millennium
Building vision, get in touch with
Kate & Hannah to discuss:
kate@eatworkart.com
hannah@nudge.community

Nudge share offer launched at AGM
The Nudge share offer was launched
last night at the organisation’s
annual general meeting.
Held in the first-floor room that is
earmarked for the cafe and bar area
(pictured above), detailed plans of
how the Millennium spaces are to
be transformed were revealed for
the first time.
The existing auditorium will be
repaired and sympathetically
renovated with care taken to retain
the layers of history reflected in the
building fabric.

The main ground floor space
will be repaired and serviced to
provide units for local independent
businesses. The front portion of
the ground floor will be given
over to public-faces uses, such as
independent makers or a public art
gallery.
The first floor space will be fitted
for day time and evening use, such
as a cafe by the day, and a bar that
serves the main auditorium.
The auditorium will be rebuilt
to provide a 1,500-plus capacity

venue for music, something that
Plymouth sorely lacks. The third
level will be high-quality hospitality
units.
The minimum cost of buying a
share in the venture is £50.
The Nudge Team are on standby
to answer your questions - you
can call into The Plot, email hello@
nudge.community, or look on the
Nudge website to find out about
share offer events and to book
an individual chat with Wendy or
Hannah. www.nudge.community

